Campmaster Tipi is a new design of Trailer
Tent for 2. Stand out from the crowd and
camp in style and comfort in a Trailer Tent
which uses a tepee style tent and a compact
trailer which can be towed by anyone with
almost any vehicle whatever their towing
experience.

With a quality foam mattress on a sturdy bed
base you’re sure of a good night’s sleep and
at a height that’s easy to climb out of in the
morning. The comfy double bed is covered by
its own enclosed inner tent creating a cosy,
well insulated bedroom for 2.
For a quick weekend away the trailer can be
left at home and the Tipi tent used on its
own. The tepee tent packs small and light
enough to be thrown easily in the back of the
car. A back to basics camping experience is
on offer with plenty of floorspace for all the
family on airbeds or folding camp beds.

The tepee design is not only bang on trend,
but is one of the simplest possible styles to
pitch and this can be done by one person
with minimal effort. Once erected, there’s
room for 2 with space for table and chairs in
the cosy living area.
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CAMPMASTER Tipi - Options
The Campmaster Tipi uses the smallest of trailers
so it can be towed by almost any car and many
motorbikes.

Lightweight and compact, even a novice will be
comfortable towing the Campmaster Tipi and
its dainty dimensions are great for touring.

A clear rear view whilst towing and minimal
space when stored.

Light and compact Campmaster is a pleasure to
tow.

Unladen Weight

Gross Weight

Length

Width

Height

110kg

200kg

140cm

100cm

88cm

For such a small trailer the Campmaster Tipi offers a surprising
amount of storage. Lift up the bed base and you’ll find there’s ample
space in both the trailer lid and base with room for bedding, luggage,
kitchen equipment and

Table: Custom made table mounts to trailer

To help out at home, the Campmaster can be used without the tent
as a luggage trailer. Get rid of rubbish, transport bulky items or go
camping with a different tent.
Whether used with the tent or on its own the trailer also has a trailer
top rack making it easier to take bikes, boards or golf clubs with you
on your travels.

Carpet: Luxury living area carpet option

Storage: Fit optional Fiamma storage pockets
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